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Safe and efficient cleaning 
and degreasing solutions for the transportation industry

Bio-Circle® 
Streamlined
maintenance
and repair.
Worker safety.
Less waste.

“I wanted to share the excellent 
results we’re getting with 
Bio-Circle’s solutions. 
Bio-Circle® has allowed us to 
eliminate the use of solvents 
and move us closer to our 
safety and environmental 
goals.” 

Mike Parent 
General Manager 
Kenworth Montreal

“Since implementing 
Bio-Circle® solutions 12 years 
ago, we now working safer
and more efficiently.” 

Alain Roy
General Manager
Operations 
Cummins

“We’ve been using the 
Bio-Circle® in our shop for a 
year now. I’d recommend 
Bio-Circle® to any shop looking 
to reduce costs and become 
more environment- friendly.”

Jeff Ripley
Purchasing 
and Parts Manager
Westcan

Managing all three in a highly regulated industry 
is a big challenge. To stay competitive, 
transportation companies must fire on all cylinders 
— efficiently, safely and at minimal expense.

Bio-Circle® 
is the answer. 
We provide powerful, economical, non-toxic 
cleaning and degreasing solutions that easily 
remove caked-on grime from engine pistons and 
bearings, oil pumps, wheel bearings, oil cooler 
housings, cylinder head bolts, exhaust 
components and more. 

Naturally-derived Bio-Circle® products let 
mechanics work safely and effectively — without 
the need for special protective equipment or 
ventilation.

Look to Bio-Circle® 
for safe, efficient and 
cost-effective solutions
that get trucks 
back on the road fast 
and reduce your 
environmental impact.

Bio-Circle® is a division of Walter Surface Technologies, which offers a full line of 
lubricants, industrial cleaners and surface treatment products for your facilities and 
operational needs. 

Highly concentrated 
solutions for greater savings 
and lower environmental 
impact.

VOC-free.
Phosphate-free. 
Biodegradable.
Whether its engine bases, housings or 
larger components, minimize your 
shop-floor efforts  with our solutions 
used with:

• Semi-automated hot parts washers 
• Ultrasonic baths 
• Turntable washers 
• Spray cabinets and agitated tanks 

Delivered in automatic refilling 
stations, our non-chlorinated fast 
evaporating MRO cleaners blast away 
stubborn engine grease.
The benefits:
• Fast-evaporating
• Compressed air-propelled
• Bulk buy and save
• Safe on rubber 

and plastics 

Available at:

biocircle.com

Bio-Circle is a division of Walter Surface Technologies.  © 2016 All Rights Reserved. The Bio-Circle and Walter Surface Technologies 
logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Walter Surface Technologies. Other company, product or service names may 
be trademarks or service marks of others.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, TO SCHEDULE A FREE  
DEMO OR TO ORDER:
United States:
Phone: (800) 522-0321 | Fax (866) 274-4435  
| Email: OrderDesk.US@walter.com

Canada:
Phone: (888) 592-5837 | Fax (866) 581-1121  
| Email: csr@walter.com

Or visit biocircle.com

Call us today and 
Get Bio-Circle® 

working for you.
We’ll help you transition 
seamlessly from 
harsh legacy solvents 
to cleaner, greener operations. 

Here’s what out customers say:

biocircle.com98-H 032

Safety first
Unlike traditional harsh solvents, 
naturally-derived Bio-Circle® products 
enhance worker safety 
without sacrificing efficiency. 

How you 
and your mechanics
benefit:
• No fumes or vapors 
• No need for special ventilation
• No safety or liability concerns
• No combustible liquid 

 or vapor hazards
• No special handling 

 or storage requirements

Non-toxic
solutions
The removal of contaminants from 
powertrains and key components is 
vital towards preventing engine failure 
and boosting truck performance.

Bio-Circle® and Cleanbox® parts 
washer systems eliminate the need 
for toxic solvents commonly used by 
trucking companies in cleaning and 
degreasing operations.

Cost control 
Want lower costs? 
Bio-Circle® solutions: 
• Do not require monthly waste 

disposal, thereby lowering overall 
handling costs 

• Will outlast traditional toxic solvents, 
will not saturate, and help keep costs 
down 

More 
performance, 
less downtime
Maintenance means downtime. 
Getting back on the road, safely 
and quickly, is a priority. 

• Bio-Circle solutions  
effortlessly degreases 
areas that most water-based 
solutions can’t 

• Fast-action reduces costly 
downtime and concerns

Bio-Circle® products
offer safe and efficient 
degreasing solutions 
for the trucking industry, 
allowing you to: 
• Meet corporate social 

responsibility objectives 

• Reduce your carbon footprint 

• Eliminate health and 
safety concerns

• Reduce waste 
and save money

Exclusive and powerful 
plant-based compound
that dissolves oils 
and greases.
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